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Marquee Bid # 180401 
Questions & Answers 

Batch 1  
 
 

1) What matrix will you be requiring? 10mm, 16mm or 20mm ( the lower the number 
equals to better clarity and less pix-elation)  
 
As per bid-scope requirements, currently we are not providing a specific matrix.  

 
2) At what height do you require unit to be placed?  

 
As per bid-scope requirements, marquee must be visible from both sides of 
expressway- North & Southbound  
 

3) Is marquee going to be installed on Williams Road visible from both Eastbound and 
Westbound traffic as well as traffic going North and South on Williams Road? Or is it 
going to be installed on the frontage road targeting both East and Westbound traffic.  
 
As per bid-scope requirements, marquee will be installed at Cameron County San 
Benito Annex Building & must be visible from both sides of expressway. No exact 
location has been specified. 
 

4) How high up is the bottom of the sign?  
 
As per bid- scope requirements, sign must be visible from both sides of expressway- 
North & Southbound.  

 
5)  Is there power at the location?  

 
Our San Benito Annex building itself does have electricity however as per bid-scope 
requirements, all permits, electrical connections, and freight charges must be 
included in the total cost of this BID.  
 
a. If there is NOT power to the location, who will run power to that location?  

Our San Benito Annex building itself does have electricity however as per bid-scope 
requirements, all permits, electrical connections, and freight charges must be 
included in the total cost of this BID. 

5) Is there a foundation currently in place?  
 

I am not sure what your definition of “foundation” would be or if our location 
meets your needs for installation. Please verify with purchasing if a site visit of the 
location would help answer your question. Please contact Jesse Hernandez to 
coordinate/ arrange visit time. 
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6)  Do you have a rendering of the sign which includes current building(s) and structures at 
that site?  

 
No, we did no produce this. Please verify with purchasing if a site visit will be 
allowed to see/inspect the site. – yes a site visit is allowed. Please contact Jesse 
Hernandez to coordinate/ arrange  visit time. 

 
 
 


